A micro-free flow electrophoresis (μFFE) analytical system with voltage applied in two dimensions was proposed. Both fluid transport and separation were driven electrokinetically. The Alpha-Imager was applied as an in-situ detector, which could observe, scan and analyze the photometric state of the whole separating area. The mass-transfer process and the range of voltages applied on the chip were simulated and calculated by MATLAB software. Then, the chip design with a separating chamber, which was 12 mm in length, 5 mm in width and 20 μm in depth, was presented. Under the CZE-CZE mode, the operational conditions, such as the EOF, the pH of the buffer and the ratio of the voltage applied in two dimensions, were optimized. Mixed amino acids, including FITC-labeled L-lysine, FITC-labeled L-phenylalanine and FITC-labeled L-aspartic, were successfully separated on the chip when the borate buffer contained 3% glycerol, with pH as 11 and the ratio of field strength in two-dimension was 1:7. The resolution could achieve 2.1 and 1.9, respectively.
Introduction
Free-flow electrophoresis (FFE) is a continuous separation technique that performs an electrophoretic separation on a stream of analyte as it flows through a planar flow channel. It is very suitable for separating biomolecules, such as proteins, amino acids, cells and so on, because of its ability for continuous separation, kinds of separation modes, mild conditions and no solid medium. 1, 2 Micro-free flow electrophoresis (μFFE) was proposed for downscaling common FFE. Compared with other separation techniques on a microchip, it has shown great advantages as a continuous separation method, which requires less buffers and samples, simplifies the liquid manifold and improves the impact of Joule heat on electrophoresis. 3 Many kinds of modes can be used on the μFFE chip. 4 Among them, free-flow zone electrophoresis and free-flow isoelectric focusing have recently gained much attention and progress. 5 Pressure injection is required for the traditional μFFE separating process, due to the limitation of pressure driving, cumbersome equipments, fluid leak and inaccurate control of the flow rate, which will seriously affect the results of both the reproducibility and the accuracy. 6 The whole process is controlled by the liquid pipeline. That results in difficulties for the leak tightness of the glass-PDMS chip. Since higher request of the pump is needed, being driven by pressure is not suitable for trace samples and the samples are difficult to form streamlines. A fluorescence microscope is often used as a detector of in-situ μFFE monitoring, and there are also some other kinds of detectors coupled with the chip. 7 These entire detectors share the weakness of a small view field, long testing time and expensive equipments, also the analysis of data is usually need photometric scanning or other related equipment.
In this paper, a methodology of continuous sample separation with voltage applied in two-dimensions was proposed. Quite different from the traditional preparative micro free-flow electrophoresis chip, this chip was used to separate trace samples. No pressure-driven device was required, the composite chip could be assembled well and the liquid of trace samples could be precisely controlled only by an electrokinetic force. The Alpha-Imager, which had a large field of view, high observing resolution and grey value analysis technique, was applied as an on-line detector. The μFFE analytical system under the CZE-CZE separating mode was established. A μFFE chip was firstly designed and MATLAB software was used to simulate the mass-transfer process in the separating chamber and optimized the operating parameters. Under the optimized operating conditions, amino acids and buffers were injected into the separating chamber by an electrokinetic force, and the amino acids were separated at the lateral direction due to their differences in apparent mobility. Combined with the previous simulation results, the performance of our homemade μFFE analytical system was evaluated.
glycerol was received from Chongqing Chemical Reagent Factory.
The separation buffer consisted of 1 × 10 -3 mol L -1 borax (Chongqing Dongfanghong Reagent Factory, AR), adjusted to the desired pH using 1 M NaOH. The procedure of labeling amino acids with FITC: 200 μL of the FITC (fluorescent isothiocyanate, SP, Sigma) stock solution (4.5 × 10 -3 mol L -1 in acetone) was added to 400 μL of the amino acids solution (4.5 × 10 -3 mol L -1 in borax buffer pH 10.0). After reacting overnight at room temperature, the reaction mixture was stored in a refrigerator until usage and then diluted in a buffer to obtain the concentration needed in the experiments. All of the solutions should be filtered by the 0.22-μm membrane before any experiment.
Alpha-Imager (FluorChem5500) was purchased from Alpha Innotech (USA). Power supplies were obtained from Beijing Chaoyang Instrument Co., Ltd. (4NIC-X39, 4NIC-X0.15).
Chip design and fabrication
All of the structures of a μFFE chip ( Fig. 1) were fabricated on the PDMS layer. A PDMS base and a curing agent were mixed at a ratio of 10:1, and poured onto a SU-8 master, and then the mixture was placed on a hot plate at 65 C for 4 h. Then, the PDMS layer was covered on a plain glass substrate to form a PDMS-Glass microchip.
The separating chamber was 12 × 5 mm in size and 20 μm in depth, the side channels were 60 μm in width and 1 mm in length. The distance between the side channels was 30 μm. All of the reservoirs were cut out on the PDMS layer. The volume of the sample reservoir was about 1 μL and the consumption quantity of the sample in the chamber on the chip for one analysis was 1.2 μL.
An Alpha-Imager was used as a fluorescence detector for the μFFE analytical micro system. The wavelength for excitation and detection was 365 and 519 nm. Due to the limit with the configuration of the device, the LOD value was 10 -4 mol L -1 . The separating chamber could be observed and detected by a CCD camera at one time, and the electrophoretic process could be recorded automatically. Therefore, the whole μFFE analytical microsystem consisted of power supplies, a microchip and an Alpha-Imager. The μFFE chip was fully filled with buffer firstly and then put on the UV light box of the Alpha-Imager. The movie setup mode was chosen to detect the fluorescence intensity of the samples. Each Pt electrode was connected to a wire, which was connected to the power supplies in turn, and then adjusted to the optimum length to be put in the middle of the electrode reservoir, which was 1 mm from the side channels.
Simulation of the μFFE process on the microchip
Based on the principles of μFFE with voltage applied in two dimensions, some factors affecting the electrophoresis separation process were taken into consideration, and a simulated model was established. Then, the electric field distribution and the mass-transfer process in the μFFE microchip were simulated by MATLAB software. After establishing a theoretical model of μFFE, the operating parameters in the experiments were optimized.
Optimization of the μFFE separation conditions
Firstly, the surface structure of PDMS was changed by UV irradiation to make the EOF stable. The PDMS was placed under the UV lamp (6W) and irradiated for 1 h. The UV radiation dominant wavelength was 254 nm. Based on this, ethanol, HPMC and glycerol with low concentration were added to the borax buffer, respectively, to restrain the EOF in the electrophoresis process on the μFFE microchip. FITC-labeled L-Phe (1 μL, 1 × 10 -3 mol L -1 ) was the sample. The applied electrical field strength ratio was 1:5, and borax buffer (pH 10, 1 × 10 -3 mol L -1 ) was selected as the working buffer. Glycerol with different concentrations (0, 2, 3 and 5% (v/v)) was added to the working buffer, respectively, to observe the effects of EOF on μFFE separation. N-Octyl alcohol was added to the borax buffer to reduce the bubbles generated in the process of electrolysis on the electrode surface.
Then, 1 × 10 -3 mol L -1 borax with certain additives (v/v) was employed as the buffering medium. The ratio of the applied electrical field in two dimension was selected to be as 1:5. A fluorescent labeled amino acids mixture containing FITC-labeled L-Lys, FITC-labeled L-Phe and FITC-labeled L-Asp, were taken as the samples for μFFE. Buffers with different pH (9, 10, and 11) were used for the μFFE process of samples so as to obtain the optimal separating results.
A mixture of the labeled amino acids (1 μL, 1 × 10 -3 mol L -1 ) was used as the samples.
Under the condition of a 1 × 10 -3 mol L -1 borax buffer with pH as 10, the longitudinal voltage was chosen to be 120 V, and the lateral voltages were 20, 15 and 10 V, respectively, which means that the ratios of the lateral and longitudinal electrical field strengths were at 1:3, 1:5 and 1:7.
Under different conditions the electrophoresis separation process of mixed amino acids was carried out to obtain the optimal ratio.
Separation of amino acids by μFFE with voltage applied in two dimensions
Under the optimized conditions, the mixture of amino acids (1 μL, 1 × 10 -3 mol L -1 ) were separated by CZE-CZE mode on the μFFE microchip.
Results and Discussion

Chip design
The μFFE chip was high-fidelity made by molding and could make a reversible chip combination with glass. Considering Joule heat in the microchip and the manufacturing technology, the size of the chip was designed to be as Fig. 1 . The design of the side channel connecting the electrode reservoirs with the separating chamber greatly prevented any bubbles generated by electrolysis. To ensure uniformity in the applied injection voltage, and to reduce the spread of the sample to the electrode chamber, the sample reservoir was isolated by side channels. In order to lengthen the separation distance and to increase the resolution, the sample reservoir was set at the upper right of the 
chip. The waste reservoir was divided into four parts to make the samples collected easily.
Simulation of the electric field and concentration distribution in the μFFE chip chamber
A solid model was proposed for the separating chamber, as shown in Fig. 2 . The size of the μFFE chip was confirmed by earlier experiments and references. The diameter of the Pt electrode fixed on the flank of the electrode reservoirs was longer than the depth of the reservoir. Thus the influence of an electric filed in the Z-axis could be ignored, and the EOF at Z-axis 8 was invariable. Since the aim of simulation was to optimize the approximate range of the operation parameters, the EOF can be added into the assumptions.
a. After the electrophoresis process became stable, the pH and electrical conductivity (κc) of the buffer were invariable and there were no reactions in the separating chamber. b. The diffusion coefficients of all the samples were invariable. A two-dimensional (XY) electric field model was established, as shown Fig. 2 . c. The electric field was similar to an electrostatic field, and it was in conformity with the first boundary condition of the Laplace Equation, since direct-current was stably supplied in two dimensions. d. Samples were injected into the separating chamber by an electrokinetic force, and an inhibitor was added to restrain the EOF, so the influence of EOF on the μFFE process could be ignored. Based on assumptions, the concentration distribution was affected by the diffusion velocity, fluid velocity and electromigration. The electric-filed distribution conformed to the Laplace Equation. The concentration distribution conformed to the Navier-Stokes (N-S) equation and continuity equation. 9 The relationship between the electric force and the electric field intensity was also used.
The model of μFFE with voltage applied in two dimensions was established by a revised Nernst-Planck equation:
E, The electric field strength; Ci, the sample concentration; D, diffusion coefficients; t, the running time; v, the fluid velocity; μ, the dynamic viscosity. The boundary conditions included that the size of the chip was a = 5, b = 12. The diffusion coefficients of amino acids were approximately equal (1000 μm 2 s -1 ). Dynamic viscosity was about 1.002 × 10 -3 kg (m s) -1 . The electric field and single sample's concentration distribution were simulated by MATLAB software, and shown in Fig. 3 .
Through a simulation, the size of the chip was demonstrated to be reasonable. The electric field was supplied as shown in Fig. 2 (longitudinal: 100 V cm -1 and lateral: 40 V cm -1 ). The colors in the pictures show the potential difference (Fig. 3a) . The arrow points to the electric field's direction which is perpendicular to the equipotential line. Since the amino acids were negatively charged in the alkaline buffer, they moved along the negative direction of the electric field. The concentration distribution of the mixture of amino acids was obtained (Fig. 3b) by Eq. (1) . The simulated results demonstrated the feasibility of this μFFE chip.
When the buffer was fixed, only the electric field (E) could be changed. When combining the simulation results with previous experiments, when the electrophoresis time was more than 4 min, Joule heat and diffusion had a great influence on the buffer composition and the peak shape of the sample. Bubbles generated by electrolysis might cut off the current when the applied Elongitudinal was higher than 125 V cm -1 . Also the samples might have become stagnated when the Elongitudinal was lower than 67 V cm -1 . When the FITC-labeled L-Phe was used for a sample, and the longitudinal voltage was 100 V cm -1 , the applied range of the lateral voltage was optimized (Fig. 4) . The longitudinal migration distance was 4.3 mm when the applied Elateral was 10 V cm -1 . Also the migration distance was 0.6 mm when Elateral was 50 V cm -1 . The migration distance was unsuitable if the voltage was beyond the scope. Combined with the experiments, the capillary phenomenon might destroyed the separation Optimization of the μFFE separation conditions PDMS was modified by UV/O3 for 1 h, in this situation, the electroosmosis mobility of PDMS was 3.88 × 10 -4 cm 2 V -1 s -1 and the electroosmosis mobility of glass was 6.5 × 10 -4 cm 2 V -1 s -1 . The current was stable after about 40 s. The difference in the electroosmosis mobility between PDMS and glass was small. When the buffer contained 70% (v/v) ethanol or 0.3% HPMC, no significant effect appeared. However, the buffer with glycerol showed great advantage in the electrophoresis process. Then, the electric current measured by the current monitoring method remained constant; the influence of EOF on the μFFE process could be ignored. The EOF and the diffusion of samples were effectively restrained. The concentration of glycerol (3% (v/v)) was finally chosen.
Amino acids are amphiphilic compounds, and existed in the buffer as ions, and thus the change of the buffer's pH would change the amino acid dissociation equilibria. The isoelectric points of amino acids were 9.74, 5.48, and 2.97. The surfaces of the glass and PDMS were negatively charged. When the buffer was adjusted to being alkaline, the sample and the buffer would be carrying charge of the same type, the sample absorption on the internal surface was effectively reduced. When the pH was 9.0, the samples were separated. However, FITC-labeled L-Lys was positively charged, and it was brought into the right electrode reservoirs. Due to the slight charge difference, the samples were not separated at pH 10.0. When the pH was adjusted to 11.0, the samples were successfully separated. Finally, the buffer (pH 11.0) was decided.
According to the electrophoretic migration formula, the ratio of lateral and longitudinal was 0.9 to 1.6. Elateral:Elongitudinal was 1:2. The applied electrical field strength should be lower than this value in order to make sure that all of the samples can remain in the separating chamber. According to preliminary experiments, when the Elongitudinal was 75 V cm -1 , the separated samples showed good velocity and flow shape in the chamber of the microchip. Therefore, under an Elongitudinal of 75 V cm -1 , different ratios of Elateral and Elongitudinal (1:3, 1:5 and 1:7) were optimized. As shown in Fig. 5 and Table 1 , when the electrical field strength ratio was 1:7, the migration distance, thus resolutions and samples flow shape of the fluorescence-labeled amino acids were at best, and thus the ratio 1:7 was finally decided.
Separation of amino acids by μFFE with voltage applied in two dimensions
Alpha-Ease-FC software was used to analyze the electrophoretogram; the detection line was placed at the vertical position of the sample bands; the optical density (vertical axis) and migration distance (abscissa) were different for each sample when the gray value of the background was used as the baseline. All of the samples had a unique migration distance, and the optical density under the same conditions. The optical density of sample had a good linear relationship with the concentration.
The images of simulated mixed samples, fluorescence-labeled single samples and practical mixed samples were analyzed, respectively. The migration distance and the peak height of single samples can be indicated as the qualitative standard of amino acids (Figs. 6 and 7) . The migration distance of FITClabeled L-Asp, FITC-labeled L-Phe and FITC-labeled L-Lys were 1.15, 1.80 and 2.35 mm (Fig. 7 (1 -3) ), and practical mixed samples were 1.10, 1.75 and 2.60 mm (Fig. 7 (4) ), respectively. The simulated results of the migration distance of mixed amino acid (Fig. 6 ) were 1.10, 1.70 and 2.60 mm, respectively. Comparing the peak positions of signal samples and practical mixed samples, three different amino acids were effectively separated; the peak positions and shapes of those samples fitted well. The same comparison result was obtained by comparing the peak positions of simulated mixed samples and the practical mixed samples. Therefore, it could be confirmed that the migration sequence of the amino acids was FITC-labeled L-Asp, FITC-labeled L-Phe and FITC-labeled L-Lys.
As shown in the experiments, the resolutions of practical mixed samples were 2.1 and 1.9, respectively. Meanwhile, the simulated resolutions of mixed samples were 2.4 and 2.1; the practical result was a slightly bit less than the simulated results. This was mainly caused by the following reasons: the background pixel intensity of the simulated image was assumed to be zero in the simulation process, but it could not be completely deducted in practical experiments. The diffusion coefficients of practical samples were not the same as that in the theoretical model. However, the actual diffusion coefficients of the three kinds of samples were much different, and there existed clear band broading. On the other hand, the capillary phenomenon existed among the micro channels and the internal surface of μFFE chip was also influenced by the EOF to a certain extent, and thus deflected the sample shapes near the edge of the chamber. It was demonstrated that the migration distance of practical mixed samples was moderate in the separating chamber, and better optimized operating conditions could be obtained. The fitting degree between the simulated results and the experimental results was good enough to demonstrate the reasonability of the designed μFFE chip. Combined with the formula of the voltage utilization ratio:
5 ηV = Veff/Vtotal, the lateral and the longitudinal voltage utilization ratio could achieve 55.6 and 75.0%, respectively.
Conclusions
Based on the principles of μFFE, using an Alpha-Imager as the detector, the μFFE separation and analysis microsystem with voltage applied in two dimensions was established in this paper. According to the simulation, the ratio of electrical field strength applied in two dimensions was optimized (Elateral:Elongitudinal = 1:7). Under the CZE-CZE mode and on the designed glass-PDMS μFFE chip, three mixed amino acids (FITC-labeled L-Asp, FITC-labeled L-Phe and FITC-labeled L-Lys) were separated within 203 s, and the resolutions achieved 2.1 and 1.9, respectively. The proposed microsystem provided a new method for the analysis of trace chemical and biological samples, especially for proteins, cells and bacteria and so on.
